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Throughout the 20th century, the education and 
training of healthcare providers was heavily influenced by 
two 19th century scientists: Charles Darwin and Gregor 
Mendel. Darwin, of course, elucidated the frameshifting 
concept of natural selection, while Mendel’s work on 
recessive and dominant traits became the cornerstone of 
the field of genetics. For many decades, these principles 
were accepted as guiding truths that came with little 
flexibility: when the genes of the sperm of a biological 
father met the genes of the egg of a biological mother, the 
future of the offspring was written. This belief system 
ultimately came to shape not only biological “rules,” but 
also cultural ones. Genetic inheritance became the basis 

for describing why some people develop certain illnesses, 
why some people are more talented and successful than 
others, and why some people have a physical advantage 
that predisposes them to increased resilience and longevity. 
In the 1930s, the emergence of the eugenics movement 
was a decidedly dark chapter in the history of the concept.

As we entered the 21st century, genetics research was 
accelerating at an extraordinary pace as a result of new 
discoveries and technology. Yet even today, genes are used 
to categorize people in medicine. Because society has been 
trained to believe that the nature of our genome is 
deterministic and there is little we can do to alter its 
course, many health researchers and providers have 
focused their attention on “fixing” bad things that lurk in 
a person’s genes and cause disease. Imperfect genes have 
been linked to heart disease, diabetes, arthritis, dementia, 
and cancer. Historically, it has been assumed that when a 
certain disease has made frequent appearances in a family, 
it must be a consequence of a genetic issue. But studies, in 
fact, are revealing that most of the common diseases that 
physicians and other providers treat have a very weak 
connection to genetics. What we are beginning to 
understand is that members of families not only share 
genes, but lifestyles, environments, diets, and behavior 
patterns. We now know that these factors can alter the way 

Within the genome exists a specific subset of genes 
whose expression is controlled by epigenetic marks. 
These tags can be modified by lifestyle factors including 
diet, behavior, environment and social interactions. 
Differences in genetic expression, despite identical 
genes, is explained in part through metastable epialleles-
alleles that, while genetically indistinguishable, are 
variably expressed as a function of epigenetic 
modification. As a group, these metastable epialleles 
have been given a unique descriptive name: the 
imprintome. This breakthrough in understanding 
genetic expression has led to a wider recognition that 
our genes are fundamentally controlled at two levels. 
One is the hardware of the genetic code, which is 
modified slowly by natural selection through mutational 
changes in the genome over centuries of time. The other 
is the software that controls the expression of our 
genetic code, converting nucleotide sequences into 

phenotype in response to the imprinting of our 
epigenome. Acting as a rapid translator for real time 
changes, the imprintome responds to environmental 
and lifestyle inputs by genomic methylation and histone 
modifications that affect promoter accessibility and 
transcription factor activity. In application, this 
understanding of the plasticity of the imprintome 
necessitates a rethinking of both health and disease 
states. It’s a concept that cuts across all forms of 
healthcare: physical, metabolic, and cognitive-
behavioral interventions. But at the same time, it is an 
aggregating concept—one that brings disciplines 
together to collaborate on the personalization of health 
and the delivery of truly individualized care. This article 
reviews the development of the concept of the 
imprintome, as well as clinical studies supporting its 
importance as a potential driver of change in global 
health care.
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our genes work. Identical twin studies have been 
foundational to this discovery. Although they share 
virtually identical genes, monozygotic twins can experience 
very different health patterns over their years of living if 
they elect to follow different lifestyles and live in different 
environments. Biological science is in pursuit of a 
mechanistic explanation for this observation, and with 
every new discovery that is made, the primacy of the of the 
Darwinian and Mendelian deterministic gene is overtaken 
by a 21st century concept that will change the whole of 
healthcare going forward:  the imprintome.   

The 21st Century Neo-Lamarckian Era in 
Healthcare

For two hundred years, Jean-Baptiste Lamarck’s 
theory of inheritance by acquired characteristics was 
resoundingly rejected in the biosciences. The emerging 
field of epigenetics has prompted a reexamination of this 
debate, and a scientific basis for the concept has now been 
demonstrated through a series of remarkable discoveries.1 
In 2003, Randy Jirtle and Robert Waterland published 
their first Agouti mouse study showing that 
supplementation of the pregnant female resulted in 
offspring that had many phenotypic and metabolic 
differences from their parents.2 Subsequent work traced 
this phenomenon to the impact of supplemental nutrients 
on the methylation patterns of specific regions of the 
genome that regulated gene expression. This observed 
epigenetic effect gave rise to the development of the field 
of nutritional epigenetics. During this same time period, 
Michael Skinner and his research team at Washington 
State University discovered that specific environmental 
xenobiotics induced epigenetic alterations that could be 
transgenerationally inherited.3 International attention 
ensued, and the field of environmental epigenetics was 
born. 

The revolutionary revival of the neo-Lamarckian 
concept of genetics and evolution was further fueled by 
the discoveries of Moshe Szyf and Michael Meaney at 
McGill University in Montreal. It is somewhat fitting that 
at the same academic institution where Hans Selye once 
did groundbreaking research on the physiology of stress, 
Szyf and Meaney discovered that stress influences the 
epigenetics of the genome through alteration of 
methylation patterns.4 Their work opened the door for the 
development of the field of behavioral epigenetics, and it 
is now widely recognized that social environment imprints 
the genome with specific epigenetic marks that regulate 
gene expression and modify the stress response.5

Key research studies and publications in this area 
include:

•	 Rachel	 Yehuda,	 a	 neuroscientist	 at	 the	 James	 J.	
Peters	 Veterans	 Affairs	 Medical	 Center	 in	 the	
Bronx,	 identified	 posttraumatic	 stress	 effects	 in	
children	 of	 holocaust	 survivors	 that	 were	

transgenerationally	transmitted	through	alteration	
in	the	epigenome.6,7

•	 In	2016,	Szyf	and	colleagues	reported	that	children	
born	from	mothers	in	Quebec	who	became	pregnant	
during	 a	 severe	 ice	 storm	 had	 altered	 epigenetic	
patterns	 of	 stress	 response	 genes,	 once	 again	
demonstrating	 the	 transgenerationally	 transmitted	
characteristics	of	epigenetic	imprinting.8	

•	 Anthony	 Zannas	 at	 the	 University	 of	 North	
Carolina	 School	 of	 Medicine	 has	 done	 extensive	
work	demonstrating	 that	 epigenetics	 is	 a	key	 link	
between	 psychosocial	 stress,	 brain	 aging,	 and	
alterations	in	immune	system	function.9,10,11	

Over the last several decades, rapid changes in 
population health have been noted. There has been a 
definitive rise in health concerns that are linked to 
lifestyle, diet, social determinants, and environment, 
including obesity, type 2 diabetes, certain cancers, specific 
autoimmune diseases, fatty liver syndrome, respiratory 
disorders, attention deficit hyperactivity disorder, and 
autistic spectrum disorders.12-15 Serious discussion about 
the potential role of transgenerational epigenetic effects 
has taken place. Given that the preservation of epigenetic 
marks formed during embryogenesis and fetal development 
is of critical importance for the maintenance of cellular 
uniqueness throughout life, what we are missing is a clear 
mechanistic understanding as to how signals from lifestyle 
factors can influence the epigenomic process. A loss of the 
epigenetic signature could result in alteration in the 
cellular phenotype associated with loss of structure and 
function of the organism. The question as to whether 
there are selective genes (also called metastable epialleles) 
that are able to be epigenetically modified throughout life 
without serious jeopardy to the integrity of the individual 
has only recently begun to be answered.16 

Enter the Imprintome: A Frameshifting Concept in 
Healthcare

Contrary to the ideas of the last several centuries, it’s 
now firmly established that we each contain large cohorts 
of genes whose state of activation and function is dictated 
by epigenetic codes. These markings are known to exert 
pronounced effects on gene transcription and translation, 
as well as be under the influence of lifestyle factors 
including diet, behaviors, environment and social 
influences. As a group, these metastable epialleles   have 
been called the imprintome.17 It is now recognized that 
our genes are controlled at two levels. One is the hardware 
of the genetic code, which is modified slowly by natural 
selection through mutational changes in the genome over 
centuries of time. The other is the software that controls 
the expression of our genetic code into the phenotype in 
real time through the imprinting of the epigenome. The 
imprintome represents cis-active epigenetic machinery 
that is tasked with responding to environmental and 
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lifestyle factors through alteration by genomic methylation 
and histone modifications that affect promoter accessibility 
and transcription factor activity. These alterations in the 
imprintome serve as upstream modulators of specific 
networks of genes that in turn regulate various aspects of 
cellular physiology. 

Signals from the physical, chemical, and psychosocial 
environments have all been found to influence the select 
genes that make up the imprintome.18 It has been shown 
that maternal preconceptional, conception, and pregnancy 
micronutrient supplementation in humans influences the 
methylation patterns of an infant’s imprintome.19,20 In 
2018, it was reported that the epigenome of monozygotic 
twins at birth is very similar,21 but a more recent 2021 
study found significant differences in DNA methylation 
patterns between adolescent monozygotic twins, indicating 
there is a rapid time course in alteration of the imprintome.22 
It was previously demonstrated that DNA epigenetic 
methylation patterns in circulating immune cells in the 
blood varied significantly in an individual over a one-year 
time period, which is another illustration of the dynamic 
plasticity of the imprintome.23 

As we advance our understanding of the  imprintome 
and its sensitivity to lifestyle and environmental factors, 
specific epigenetic algorithms for assessing healthspan 
and lifespan are being developed.24 Steve Horvath, a 
leading voice in the field of epigenetic biological clock 
research, has demonstrated tissue-specific epigenetic 
modifications,25 and the potential for reversal of epigenetic 
aging of the immune system.26 This work has opened up 
the opportunity to study the influence of specific diet, 
lifestyle, and environmental interventions (under 
controlled conditions) on the imprintome, and to measure 
its influence on health using biological clocks, as well as 
phenotypic functional and biometric indicators. 

Early Clinical Trials Demonstrating Reversal of 
Epigenetic Aging

It is still early in the execution and publication of 
controlled clinical trials evaluating the impact of lifestyle 
variables on the imprintome and the influence this has on 
health outcomes. Some studies indicate that we will 
witness increasing support in the future for the concept 
that lifestyle, environment, diet, and social determinants 
influence the epigenome beyond that of fetal development. 
Studies on the impact of lifestyle and environmental 
factors on metastable epialleles have initially focused on 
the most easily measurable biomarkers, which are the 
methylation patterns of specific genes within specific cell 
types. One of the most accessible cell types that has been 
shown to have metastable epialleles that respond rapidly 
to a changing environment due to their rapid turnover are 
circulating immune cells.24 The metastable epialleles in 
immune cells constitute their imprintome, and it has been 
found that the pattern of methylation of the immune 
imprintome is a surrogate marker for the age of the 

immune cells and their functional capability.27,28 It is also a 
surrogate biomarker for the influence of lifestyle, 
environment, and pharmaceutical intervention.29

Steve Horvath, Gregory Fahy, and research associates 
at Stanford, UCLA, and the University of British Columbia 
recently reported the results of a small human clinical 
intervention trial that used epigenetic methylation 
network analysis as the outcome variable. This 
pharmaceutical intervention program consisted of 
metformin, human growth hormone, and DHEA 
(dehydroepiandrosterone). After approximately one year 
of treatment, a significant mean reduction of 1.5 years in 
cellular age was measured using a composite of various 
epigenetic age clocks. The rate of epigenetic aging reversal 
relative to biological age was found to accelerate from  
1.6 years to 6.5 years in those who sustained the 
intervention for a longer time. Additionally, it was found 
that participants experienced positive changes in immune 
function and a reduction in immune age. The beneficial 
impacts of this intervention persisted six months after 
discontinuation of the therapeutic intervention.30

Here are important questions this work prompts: 
Could lifestyle intervention alone significantly modify the 
epigenome in older adults and reduce their biological age, 
and can this be measured using epigenetic clocks to 
examine the methylation profiles of the imprintome in 
immune cells? The NU-AGE project recently published 
the results of a pilot study involving a clinical trial of a 
Mediterranean-style diet in five European countries, and 
after one year of intervention, significant rejuvenation of 
the immune system was demonstrated.31 The participants 
were 120 elderly healthy individuals, and the biological 
age of the immune system was determined using an 
imprintome methylation age clock algorithm. What was 
found was that specific genes associated with the 
imprintome that regulate energy metabolism, cell cycling, 
and immune function were most significantly changed 
through the dietary intervention, and this was correlated 
to a reduction in biological age. The authors state: 
“Together, these findings suggest that Mediterranean diet 
can promote epigenetic rejuvenation but with country-, 
sex-, and individual-specific effects, thus highlighting the 
need for a personalized approach to nutritional 
interventions.” 

Excitement is building about studying the 
interrelationship of the imprintome, biological age, and a 
methylation age clock. In April 2021, Kara Fitzgerald and 
her colleagues from several universities published an 
excellent article titled “Potential Reversal of Epigenetic 
Age Using a Diet and Lifestyle Intervention: A Pilot 
Randomized Clinical Trial” in the journal Aging.32 The 
team reported on the results of a randomized controlled 
clinical trial conducted among 43 healthy adult males 
between the ages of 50-72. The 8-week intervention 
program included diet, sleep, exercise and relaxation 
guidance, and supplemental probiotics and phytonutrients. 
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The control group had no intervention. Methylation age 
was determined by using standard biological age clock 
algorithms and the methylation patterns of buccal cell 
DNA. Compared to controls, the diet and lifestyle 
intervention group experienced a 3.23 years decrease in 
epigenetic age. It is appropriate to view this work as 
pioneering because it could possibly be the first randomized 
controlled study to suggest that specific diet and lifestyle 
interventions may reverse epigenetic aging in adult males. 

What mechanistic processes might be at work? The 
Mediterranean diet features high levels of polyphenols, 
and these molecules may be important epigenetic 
modulators of immune system function.33,34 Recently, 
James Kirkland and his colleagues at the Mayo Clinic 
showed—in a highly controlled murine intervention 
trial—that a combination of quercetin (a polyphenol) and 
dasatinib (an antimitotic drug)l reduced cellular 
senescence and improved immune function through 
rejuvenation of immune system.35 Researcher Matthew 
Yousefzadeh, who is based at the University of Minnesota, 
has reported that epigenetic aging of the immune system 
drives whole-organism aging and the process of 
senescence.36 This constellation of work illustrates our 
increased understanding of the role of epigenetic 
alterations in the imprintome and how it regulates 
functional health status of the individual over time. It also 
supports our increased recognition that the process of 
altering the imprintome is modifiable through assessment 
and personalization of a lifestyle and diet program. 

The Clinical Take-Away
Providers and patients will be hearing more about the 

imprintome as research continues to emerge. We now 
know that metastable epialleles are present in the genome 
of adults, and that changes in lifestyle, diet, environment, 
or social determinants can cause a reasonably rapid 
response, which then can impart a regulatory influence on 
genetic expression. Furthermore, these changes may be 
transmissible across generations. This information is 
empowering, and it underscores the need for a much 
stronger scientific imperative for the development and 
delivery of personalized lifestyle medicine. To drive 
adoption of this concept, the incorporation of epigenome 
assessment tools into clinical practice and patient 
management is essential. This should be paired with a 
better understanding of which metastable epialleles (and 
in what tissues) have the greatest impact on health 
outcomes. This information can determine interventions 
for modifying these epigenetic marks and improving 
specific functional metrics. 

Admittedly, this represents a sea change in healthcare. 
Defining health based on the plasticity of the imprintome 
requires a new way of thinking. It’s a concept that cuts 
across all forms of healthcare: physical, metabolic, and 
cognitive-behavioral interventions. But at the same time, 
it is an aggregating concept—one that brings disciplines 

together to collaborate on the personalization of health 
and the delivery of truly individualized care. 

Consider the imprintome a new node in the lens we 
have come to call network thinking. In the field of 
Functional Medicine, we know that networks regulate 
downstream physiological function. As we move into the 
future, assessment should be focused on the integration of 
clinical signs and symptoms with functional and genomic 
biomarkers that provide an understanding of the 
individual’s tissue-specific imprintome. Personalized 
lifestyle intervention programs can be developed from this 
information, and ultimately this form of healthcare will be 
recognized as an essential standard within the precision 
medicine community. 

In 2013, Deanna Minich and I published an article 
titled “Personalized Lifestyle Medicine: Relevance for 
Nutrition and Lifestyle Recommendations.” At that time, 
we wrote the following: “Personalized lifestyle medicine 
may provide a novel means of addressing a patient’s health 
by empowering them with information they need to 
regain control of their health.”37 We have witnessed many 
advancements over the last several years, but I can say with 
certainty that our understanding of the imprintome and 
its potential for providing information that is necessary for 
the personalization of lifestyle intervention brings us so 
much closer to this achieving goal. We now have an 
understanding of the impact of lifestyle, environment, 
diet, and social/behavioral factors on modulation of health 
outcomes that can be quantified and measured. It’s a 
frameshifting new paradigm for global healthcare.  
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